
Mawa
Bergamo chrome

Technical details

Land van fabricage  Duitsland

fabrikant Mawa

ontwerper Aloys F. Gangkofner

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de levering Leuchtmittel/Bulb

voltage geschiktheid 110 - 240 Volt

Diameter in cm 24

materiaal aluminium, glas

kabel kleur zwart

kabellengte 250 cm

dimmen dimbaar op locatie

base/versie E27

Vermogen (max. Watt) 60 Watt

luifel Dimensions ∅ 9 cm

Dimensions H 29 cm | Ø 24 cm

Omschrijving

The Mawa Bergamo is a pendant lamp from the Gangkofner Edition, which
was already designed by Aloys F. Gangkofner in the 1950s. Here, the lamp is
offered with a mouth-blown glass in chrome metallised. The glass has a height
of 29 cm and a diameter of 23.7 cm. Each glass is elaborately hand-finished,
which may result in small bubbles or slight deviations in size and glass
thickness. These are always a sign of quality craftsmanship. If necessary, the
glass can be removed at any time for cleaning. The Bergamo by Mawa is also
available in clear and smoke glossy as well as opal white matt and rose-gold
metallised.

As standard, the Bergamo Chrome is supplied with a 250 cm long black cable.
Other cable lengths and colours are available on request. Mounting and ceiling
canopy are both in black. The lamp has an E27 socket that can be operated
with halogen lamps or LED retrofits. On request, the Bergamo by Mawa is also
available with a mounting in white, brass or rose-gold. The canopy of the white
suspension version is also completely white. In the rose-gold and brass
versions, it is available in white or black on the outside. For these two lamps,
the canopy has the same colour on the inside as the suspension.
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